Research and Creative Endeavors by Hamilton Faculty and Administrators

A listing of all publications, exhibitions, and performances appearing in 2008 or scheduled in 2008 to appear at a later date.

Compiled by Kristin L. Strohmeyer, Reference Librarian 4-21-09
Adair, Vivyan – Women’s Studies


Almanas, Kathryn Parker - Art

Almanas, Kathryn Parker. "Between the Rivers (Photograph)." Waterstone Review. 11 (October 2008).


Ambrose, Douglas – History


Anechiarico, Frank – Government


Bailey, David - Geosciences


---

Bailey, Mark – Computer Science


---

Balkan, Erol – Economics


---

Barry, Joyce M. – Women’s Studies


---

Bartle, John – German and Russian Languages and Literature


---

Beck, Charlotte - Archaeology


Bonham, Meredith Harper – Office of the President


Boutin, Debra - Mathematics


Bradfield, James - Economics


Brewer, Karen - Chemistry


Buchman, Heather - Music


Cafruny, Alan - Government


Calvert-Minor, Chris


Cannavo, Peter – Government


Carpan, Carolyn – Library


Carter, Donald – Africana Studies


Carter, Rand – Art History


Chambliss, Daniel – Sociology


Chang, Wei-Jen – Biology


Ricard, G., R.M. de Graaf, B.E. Dutilh, I. Duarte, T.A. van Alen, A.H. van Hoek, B. Boxma,

Chung, Haeng-ja – Anthropology


Cotten, Myriam – Chemistry


Cryer, Mark – Theater


Drogus, Carol – Government


Elgren, Timothy – Chemistry


Ellingson, Stephen – Sociology


Ericson, Randall – Library

Ericson, Randall. Editor. *American Communal Societies Quarterly*.

Gant, L. Ella – Art


Garrett, Janetta – Biology

**Georges, Christophe - Economics**


**Gilbert, Dennis – Sociology**


**Gold, Barbara – Classics**


**Goldberg, Steve – Art History**


**Grant, Kevin – History**

Grant, Kevin. “Review of *At Home with the Empire: Metropolitan Culture and the Imperial World.*” *The Journal of Colonialism and Colonial History.* Forthcoming.

_____.”Review of *Hunger: A Modern History.*” *Social History.* Forthcoming.

**Guttman, Naomi – English**


**Guyot-Bender, Martine – French**


**Hagstrom, Paul - Economics**

Haley, Shelley - Classics


Hall, Tina – English


_____.”In Your Endeavors, You May Feel My Ghostly Presence (Instructions for Contacting the Dead).” *Descant*. Forthcoming.

Hirshfield, Stuart – Computer Science


Hopkins, Robert – Music


_____.”For All We Know.” Barbershop Harmony Society International Competition, Nashville, TN: July 2008.


Irons, Jennifer – Sociology


Isserman, Maurice – History

Janack, Marianne – Philosophy


Jensen, Elizabeth – Economics


Jin, Hong – East Asian Languages and Literature


Jones, Camille - Chemistry


Jones, Derek – Economics


Jones, George - Archeology


Kamiya, Masaaki – East Asian Languages and Literature


Kantrowitz, Robert - Mathematics

Keller, Shoshana – History


Knop, Larry – Mathematics


Kodat, Catherine – English


Kolb, G. – Music


Krueger, Roberta - French


Kuharic, Katharine – Art

Lacsamana, Anne – Women’s Studies

_____.
_____.


LaDousa, Chaise – Anthropology


Lakshmi, Aishwarya – English

_____.
_____.

_____.


Larson, Doran – English

_____.
_____.

_____.


Latrell, Craig – Theater

_____.


Lehmann, Timothy – Government


Lemasurier, Michelle – Mathematics


Li, Cheng – Government

_____.
_____.

_____.

_____.

_____. “Foreign Policy and Constitutional Change in China.” *Orbis*. Forthcoming.


MacDonald, Peter – Library


MacDonald, Scott – Comparative Literature


Major, Seth – Physics

Marcus, Russell – Philosophy


McKee, Tara – Psychology


Miller, SueAnn – Biology

_____. (Letter to Correct Published Inaccuracies about Developmental Biology). Utica Observer Dispatch. 5 October 2008.

Muirhead, Robert – Art


Murtaugh, Rebecca – Art

_____. Film clip for 1708 Gallery, The Best of the City. Center City Film and Video, Philadelphia, PA: November 1, 2008.
_____. "High O Silver." Stone Canoe. 3 (January 2009): 89.
_____. Paperworks. University of West Florida Gallery, Pensacola, FL.
Nieves, Angel – Africana Studies


Norton, Leslie - Dance


Odamtten, Vincent – English


Oerlemans, Onno. – English


Oldfield, Anna – Comparative Literature

Omori, Kyoko – East Asian Languages and Literature


O’Neal, John - French


_____. “Sade’s Justine: A Response to the Enlightenment’s Poetics of Confusion.” Eighteenth-Century Fiction. 21, no. 3 (Spring 2009).


Orvis, Stephen – Government


Owen, Ann – Economics


**Paquette, Robert – History**


**Pearle, Philip - Physics**


**Pellman, Samuel – Music**


_____. *The Decider, in His Own Words.* Radio Broadcast. WKCR, New York City: June 26, 2008.


_____. *The Home Planet.* Alanna Center, Colgate University: September 19, 2008.

_____. (incidental music for MacBeth). In *Fall Production.* Agua Fria School, Avondale, AZ: November 6-7, 2008.

_____. (incidental music for MacBeth) In *Lady M.* Central School of Speech and Drama, London: September 16, 2008.


_____. *Three Expressions for Organ.* St. Andrew's Presbyterian Church, Cobourg, Ontario: September 28, 2008.


**Pfitsch, William - Biology**


**Rabinowitz, Nancy – Comparative Literature**


**Rabinowitz, Peter – Comparative Literature**


____. “Review of Glass: Waiting for the Barbarians (Davies).” *International Record Review*. 8, no. 11.


____. “Review of Weill: The Rise and Fall of the City of Mahagonny (Conlon).” *International Record Review*. 8, no. 5.


Rabinowitz, Peter J. and James Phelan, series eds. Theory and Interpretation of Narrative Series. Columbus: Ohio State University Press.

---

Ravven, Heidi – Religious Studies


---

Rayne, Todd – Geosciences


---

Redfield, Robert – Mathematics


---

Reynolds, Patrick – Biology

Rivera, David - Government


Rivera, Sharon - Government

Rivera, Sharon and Janet Simons. “Engaging Students as Paraprofessionals through Simulations.” Journal of Political Science Education. 4, no. 3 (July 2008): 298-316.

Rodriguez-Plate, Edna – Religious Studies


Rodriguez-Plate, Brent – Religious Studies


Rubino, Carl – Classics

Rubino, Carl A. Associate Editor and Book Review Editor. The American Journal of Philology.

Rutz, Henry – Anthropology

**Salzillo, William – Art**


**Sciacca, Franklin – German and Russian Languages and Literature**


**Seager, Richard – Religious Studies**


**Simon, Robert – Philosophy**


**Simons, Janet – Information Technology Services**


**Snyder-Lee, Nicole – Chemistry**


**Sulprizio, Chiara – Classics**


**Terrell, Katherine – English**


**Tewksbury, Barbara - Geosciences**


http://serc.carleton.edu/NAGTWorkshops/structure/google_earth_mapping_locations.html.

_____.


_____.


Thickstun, Margaret – English


Toegel, Edith – German and Russian Languages and Literature


_____.


Trivedi, Lisa - History


_____.


Urciuoli, Bonnie – Anthropology


Urgo, Joseph – Dean of Faculty


Vasantkumar, Christopher – Asian Studies and Anthropology


Videras, Julio – Economics


Walczyk, Bruce - Dance


Weldon, Douglas – Psychology


Wells, James Bradley – Classics


Westmaas, Nigel – Africana Studies


Williams, Chad – History


Williams, Ernest – Biology


Williams, Jay – Religious Studies


Wyckoff, Paul – Government


Xu, De Bao – East Asian Languages and Literature


_____. *TCLT*. Forthcoming.


Zylan, Yvonne – Sociology